Flying with the Sunbird, Bronzy the Golden Face
is able to travel through time to distant places
all around the world. Here, we see him coming to
Hong Kong, where he meets Shasha the Panda,
who is on her way back to Sichuan for a holiday.
They become good friends immediately.

My home town is
Sanxingdui in
Sichuan Province.

Bronzy, you have
such a sharp nose and
big round eyes, I guess
you’re not from
around here. So where
do you come from?
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I always see this
graphic pattern whenever
I am in Sichuan.

I know that this Sunbird pattern ornament
represents the glorious days of the Ancient Shu
Culture. But I don’t quite understand the story
behind it. If you’re interested in it, why don’t we
ask the Sunbird to take us to Sichuan?
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Look! There’s a
“mask changing”
artist over there!
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This bronze mask I am wearing
now, with the pupils that stick out,
is a relic from Sanxingdui. The
mask has round protruding
eyeballs, hawk-like nose and big
ears – it really looks unique,
don’t you think?

I have now changed into a bronze head
mask, which is also a relic from Sanxingdui.
You’ll discover that it’s a very special mask
when you look at the headband of braided
rope and the thick ears with three drilled
holes for wearing different earrings.
What’s more, its general facial features
suggest a sincere and honest nature, a
characteristic often associated with native
people of the region.
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Now I’ve put on a bronze head with a
gold mask. The hairpin at the back of
this bronze head has fallen off and left
only two rectangular holes – four
bronze heads like this were dug up in
Sanxingdui, but one went missing
recently… It’s such a shame!

Oh, there you
are! Come back!
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It seems to be very busy
down there. Let’s go down
and take a look!

So I am the lost
bronze head with the
gold mask!
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Our venerable Sunbird
and messenger,
I am the Bronze Bird
of Sanxingdui.

Welcome back to the
Shu Kingdom, our
venerable Sunbird and
messenger!
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Our venerable Sunbird
and messenger, I am the
Tiger with gold foil
ornament, I, too, am
from Sanxingdui.

Our venerable Sunbird
and messenger, I am the
Bronze Ox of Jinsha.
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I am totally
confused by you all!

You’re wearing a Sunbird
pattern ornament,
aren’t you? This proves that
you are the royal messenger
of the Sunbird.
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Really?

Of course! I was produced
in the same period as the
Sunbird pattern decoration,
both of us are relics from
the Jinsha site. I’m sure I
must know everything!

This Jade cong is also a relic
from Jinsha, it was used for
worshipping the earth in
ancient times. So, do you
understand how venerable
you are now?
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Sunbird, we have known
each other for so many
years, why did it take you so
long to me about these
secrets?

I wanted to let you discover
these secrets when you came
back to the Ancient Shu
Kingdom. You are the lost
bronze head with the gold
mask, and I am the
messenger of the Sun God.
Besides me, there are
another three Sunbirds.
Look, here they are!
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Bronzy, as you have
already brought us back
to the Shu Kingdom,
let’s say goodbye to
each other now.

I should also stay
here since this is
my home!
Bronzy, I am going to
Wolong now. I hope
we get the chance to
see each other again!

OK, see you
next time!
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